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The worlds most state-of-the-art neurosurgical research and training
facility, leading the way in surgical innovation and skills based neurosurgery


Our Facility
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Dissection Courses
Expand the limits of your practice with our range of fully immersive dissection courses
from basic to complex and minimally invasive skull base approaches
all taught in our state-of-the-art facility


Upcoming Courses
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Surgical Innovation
Advancing the art and science of neurosurgery
through excellence in research


Our Research
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New York City is full of incredible food, beautiful
sights, and endless activities


Fellowship Program
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			Ranked #1 in the World
in Neurosurgery
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			#1 Hospital in New York
for Over 20 Years
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			Weill Cornell is a Global Leader in Neurosurgical Innovation
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Advanced skull base
 neurosurgery training and
cutting-edge research
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Surgical Simulation
We combine cadaver and simulation based surgical training to to reduce the learning curve, improve conceptual understanding of complex anatomy, and help enhance visuospatial skills in neurosurgical training.
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Surgical Technology
We innovate using the cutting edge technological advances in neurosurgery including virtual reality, surgical planning and simulation, surgical robotics, and advanced neuroimaging.
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Surgical Techniques
Explore and learn our techniques for performing complex surgical approaches to the skull base, navigating the intricate anatomy of the skull base, and accessing deep-seated lesions.
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Our Mission
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Anatomosurgical Education
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Lesions of the skull base present a unique challenge to neurosurgeons. Special training is required to perform intricate surgery in the smallest recesses of the cranium. Most skull base neurosurgical approaches require dexterity with surgical instruments in highly restricted corridors containing vital neurovascular structures. This aspect of surgery demands proficiency not only with instruments and drills but also with the complex anatomy to be navigated. Understanding the extremely complex anatomical relationships between neural and vascular structures encased by bone is critical and requires significant practice. A cadaveric dissection laboratory is the ideal neurosurgical training environment.



Antonio Bernardo MD

Director
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